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Dr Hamilton managed the UMaine component of this multi-institutional project. His major activities included planning field
campaigns, participating in all field seasons, and coordinating data analysis and interpretion in conjunction with other US ITASE
Principal Investigators. He served as the primary supervisor of a PhD student (Daniel Breton) who worked on this project. Dr
Hamilton prepared results for publication and presentation at scientific meetings.
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the Thayer School of Engineering at Dartmouth College.
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US Army Cold Region Researach and Engineering Laboratory
We collaborated extensively with Dr Arcone (US Army CRREL) in the analysis of high-resolution density data as it relates to radar profiling of
firn stratigraphy. The collaboration included data processing and analysis. The UMaine field team (Breton, Hamilton) took the lead in field
deployment of the CRREL ground-penetrating radar, and was involved in data analysis of the GPR data, and the extraction of snow
accumulation rates. We also collaborated with Dr Arcone on the interpretation of firn stratigraphy. Dr Arcone was a member of Dan Breton's
PhD thesis committee.

Other Collaborators or Contacts
We collaborated with other US ITASE principal investigators in the design of field experiments, as well as the joint analysis of data collected
during the field campaigns.

Activities and Findings

Research and Education Activities: (See PDF version submitted by PI at the end of the report)
Our principal research activities were the analyses and interpretation of high-resolution density and ground-penetrating radar data collected
during two overland field traverses in East Antarctica. The design and operational deployment of our gamma-attenuating device was published
in Journal of Glaciology. A two-part series of papers describing internal stratigraphy and pointing to the widespread occurrence of glaze
surfaces (regions of zero accumulation) was also published in Journal of Glaciology. A manuscipt describing our design, development and
operation of a novel ice-core melter system was recently submitted to Environmental Science and Technology. We also performed high
resolution density scans of the top 150 m of the Inland WAIS Divide deep core, on the basis that accumulation rates at the WAIS divide are 3-4
times larger than along our EAIS traverse routes, which allowed us to assess depth-density evolution in different accumulation regimes.
   Our primary educational activity was the advising of a PhD student working fulltime on the project (Breton). An undergraduate research
assistant was also employed by the project. Hamilton incorporated ITASE research into his university-level courses, as well as into educational
outreach activities.

Findings: (See PDF version submitted by PI at the end of the report)
See attached.

Training and Development:
The project provided Dr Hamilton with new experience in nuclear measurements of geophysical processes and materials, as well as the design
and fabrication of field instrumentation. This experience included the advising of a PhD student in Physics.

Outreach Activities:
We made regular visits to local K-12 classrooms to describe our field activities and science investigations. Hamilton also gave numerous
outreach talks on polar climate change to community groups across the northeastern US, and incorporated ITASE research into climate
workshops organized for high school science teachers (hosted by the Climate Change Institute in spring semesters or 2009, 2010 and 2011, and
the School of Marine Sciences in May 2010).
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Other Specific Products

Contributions

Contributions within Discipline: 
We completed the design, fabrication, deployment, and documentation of a new gamma density probe. The new instrument offers several
important advances over existing instruments, namely in improved vertical measurement resolution and faster sampling speeds. We expect the
instrument will be of wide interest to polar glaciologists. Our second instrument for in situ logging is a relatively low-cost method for
examining the physical characteristics of boreholes, and should have great utility among ice core researchers.

Contributions to Other Disciplines: 
The design of our instrument led to some improvements in radiation shield design for containing radio-isotopes in extremely cold
environments.

Contributions to Human Resource Development: 
This project provided advanced research and training opportunities for a PhD student in Physics.

Contributions to Resources for Research and Education: 
We increased our capabilities to conduct detailed measurements of polar snow properties through the design and construction of state-of-the-art
equipment.

Contributions Beyond Science and Engineering: 
 

Conference Proceedings

Categories for which nothing is reported: 
Any Product
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Designing a Gamma-Ray Density Gauge for Firn and Ice

Daniel J. Breton

Department of Physics and Astronomy & Climate Change Institute, University of Maine

Motivation

Manual in-field measurements of firn and ice density are notoriously
difficult and are necessarily of crude spatial resolution. There is a need for
high precision and high resolution density measurements in many
important areas of glaciology:

I Determining both long and short term accumulation rates in Antarctica
I Understanding the ’firnification’ process: the metamorphosis of snow →
firn → ice and effects on the climate records stored therein

I Modeling electromagnetic interactions with the firn for both ground
penetrating radar and satellite-borne remote sensing studies

This poster outlines the design of MADGE: the Maine Automated Density
Gauge Experiment which was designed and built at the University of
Maine and subsequently tested over the course of two Antarctic field
seasons as part of the International Trans-Antarctic Scientific Expedition.

Introduction to Gamma-Ray Density Gauging

A gamma-ray density gauge has only a few parts:

I Gamma-ray source
I Source and detector collimators to define the gamma-ray beam and the
active measurement volume

I Gamma-ray detector and associated electronics
I Sample thickness calipers
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If we count individual photons and use a monoenergetic gamma-ray, the
uncollided number of gamma-rays C transmitted through the sample to
the detector is given by Beer’s Law,

C = C0e−µmρd (1)

where C0 is the count with no sample present, µm is the mass attenuation
coefficient for the material, ρ is the density of the sample and d is the
sample thickness. Solving for density, we obtain

ρ = −
ln(C /C0)

µmd
(2)

For a complete density measurement, we must measure C and C0 with
the nuclear counting system and d with electronic calipers. The mass
attenuation coefficient µm is a function of the energy of the gamma-ray,
the atomic number of the sample material and the geometry of the
density gauge itself. This value therefore must be determined in the
calibration process.

Optimization of Gamma-Ray Energy

With Eq. 2 we have a straightforward relationship for determining the
density. Assuming that the sample size (ice core diameter) and material
(water) are known, there is only one unknown parameter left, µm, which
is determined by the gamma-ray energy.
Let us define the sensitivity of the gauge with respect to density as

∂C
∂ρ

= −(C0µmd)e−µmρd (3)

This shows that the sensitivity
I Depends on ρ, d and µm

I Has a functional xe−x form and therefore has a maximum
I Gives us an optimum energy for a given material and sample size
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MADGE was designed to operate primarily on 2 and 3 inch firn and ice
cores, therefore we chose the 59.5keV gamma-ray from 241Am, the
same radioisotope commonly used in residential smoke detectors.

Measurement Uncertainty

All measurements have some uncertainty associated with them, and the
density gauge is no different. Beginning with Eq. 2, we apply standard
error propagation techniques:

(∆ρ)2 = ( ∂ρ
∂ ln(C/C0)

)2(∆ln(C /C0))2 +(∂ρ
∂d

)2(∆d)2 +( ∂ρ
∂µm

)2(∆µm)2

= (Nuclear Term)2 +(Thickness Term)2 +(µmTerm)2

=
[

1
d 2µ2

m

] [
1
C

+ 1
C0

]
+ ln2(C/C0)

d 4µ2
m

[∆d ]2 +
ln2( C

C0
)

µ4
md 2 [∆µm]2

(4)

These relationships show that for a given sample thickness and mass
attenuation coefficient, we can minimize ∆ρ by making C and C0 as
large as possible.
How long will we have to wait to collect those counts? This depends
on the source strength, density gauge geometry and materials and the
sample density itself.
Our goals: ∆ρ ≤ 0.004g/cm3 and a throughput of more than 1 m/h at
3.3mm measurement spacing.

Determining Source Strength

Using a 2 inch core as an example, we can determine the following:

I Fixed geometric efficiency Abeam
4πr 2 ≈ 1.16× 10−4

I Variable losses associated with sample (19% to 62% loss)
I Fixed losses in instrument structure and air (25% loss)
I Combined, transmission of 3.34× 10−5 from source to detector for
maximum density sample (0.917g/cm3)

I (100mCi)(0.36γ/dis)(3.7× 107Bq/mCi)(3.34× 10−5) = 4.47× 104γ/sec.
I This count rate is sufficient to meet our statistical needs (shown below)
but is not so high that our detection system suffers dead time losses.

If we choose C0 = 1.5× 106, then we can plot ∆ρ and count time for a
representative sample density and various values of C :
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At this point, we must decide on a compromise between speed and
accuracy. MADGE typically operates at C = 1.5× 105 which yields a
throughput of 1.5 m/h at ρ = 0.5g/cm3.

MADGE data from East Antarctica

The following figures show examples of the density profiles obtained from
a 2 inch diameter, 25m deep ice core recovered near Taylor Dome.
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Conclusions

I Density gauge design is based on complicated relationships between
sample and instrument geometries, sample material, desired precision and
throughput specifications

I Optimized values of gamma ray energy can be determined to help in
choosing a source radioisotope
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